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According to the FAI event calendar 2018 two World Gliding Championships have taken place.

1. 35th World Gliding Championships in Ostrow/Poland July 8. – July 21. 2018
   - Standard Class, 15 m class, Club Class
2. 35th World Gliding Championships in Hosin/Czech Republic
   July 28 – August 11. 2018 Open Class, 20 m Multi Seat Class, 18 m Class

Six World Gliding Champions have been awarded:

FAI Challenge Cup Standard Class  Sjaak Selen, Netherland Ostrow/Poland
FAI Challenge Cup 15 m Class  Sebastian Kawa. Poland Ostrow/Poland
FAI Challenge Cup Club Class  Rasmus Orskov, Denmark Ostrow Poland

The winner of the Team Cup is Team Poland awarded the FAI Gold Medal in Ostrow/Poland

FAI Challenge Cup Open Class  Michael Sommer, Germany Hosin/CZE
FAI Challenge Cup 20 m Multi Seat  Matkowski & Kawa, Poland Hosin/CZE
FAI Challenge Cup 18 m class Wolfgang Janowitsch, Austria Hosin/CZE

The winner of the Team Cup is Team Germany awarded the FAI Gold Medal in Hosin/CZE

Congratulation to all World Gliding Champions!

The Robert-Kronfeld-Cup was awarded to Zdislav Bednarczuk, Poland at the 35th WGC Hosin/CZE Open Class.

At Hosin it has been criticized the lack of information concerning the criteria of the award Robert-Kronfeld-Challenge Cup. The criteria are explained in the documents “History of the Robert Kronfeld Challenge Cup” IGC Manager’s report. For the upcoming WGC in the Open Class, 20 m Multi Seat Class and 18 m Class I will send the rules for clarification to the CD.

IGC CHAMPION PILOT OF THE YEAR

has been selected from the Champions in all Qualifying Competitions 2018 according to the rules – decisions Plenary Meeting Freudenstadt 2018 8.1.8. The result was announced by IGC. IGC Champion Pilot of the Year 2018 is Michael Sommer, Germany.

The World Soaring Cup has been presented for the first time to the IGC CHAMPION PILOT OF THE YEAR. The ceremony took place at a Gala Event of the German Aero Club – DaeC - in Essen/Germany.

Preview of upcoming World Gliding Championships 2019:

11th FAI Junior World Gliding Championships July 28 – August 10  Szeged/Hun
3rd FAI 13.5 m Class World Gliding Championships September 1 – September 14
10th FAI Women World Gliding Championships Lake Keepit / Australia

01-03 January 2020:  Official Practice Days
03 January 2020, 19:00:  Official Opening
04-17 January 2020:  Competition Days (14 in total)
18 January 2020, 10:00:  Official closing ceremony
Please keep in mind to transport the Women’s FAI Challenge Cups and the Team Challenge Cup to the WWGC organizer at Lake Keepit in due time.
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